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differed from the Prime Minister; but anyhow the fact remains
that if, on some fateful day, Mr. Chamberlain is compelled by
outrage and aggression to give the dread signal, there is no Party
in Great Britain, there is no part of the British Empire, there is
no free country, which would not feel able to share in the struggle
—the hard struggle—without the slightest self-reproach of blood-
guiltiness.
Some foreigners mock at the British Empire because there are
no parchment bonds or hard steel shackles which compel its united
action. But there are other forces far more subtle and far more
compulsive, to which the whole fabric spontaneously responds.
These deep tides are flowing now. They sweep away in their flow
differences of class and Party. They override the vast ocean
spaces which separate the Dominions of the King. The electric
telegraph is an old story; the wireless broadcast is a new one;
but we rely on a process far more widespread and equally instan-
taneous. There are certain things which could happen, which it
would not be necessary for us to argue about. No Constitutional
issues would arise. Everyone, in the loneliest ranch, or in the
most self-centred legislature, would see duty staring him in the
face, and all hearts would have the same conviction. And not
only the same conviction, but the same resolve to action.
It is because Mr. Bennett in his life-message to Canada and to
the Empire, has in a remarkable degree expressed and embodied
these underlying truths, that we find this a particularly good
occasion to do him honour.
One would underrate altogether the sentiment and repressed
passion which unites the British Empire or Commonwealth as
many like to call it, by supposing that outworn Jingoism or
grasping Imperialism play any important part. If we in this small
island have gradually grown to a considerable estate, and have
been able to give our wage-earners some relief from the harder forms
of economic pressure, and to build up a decent, tolerant, com-
passionate, flexible, and infinitely varied society, it is because in
all the great crises of our history, the interest of Britain has marched
with the progress and freedom of mankind. If in these hours of
anxiety, but by no means of fear, we feel the surge of unity and of
duty thrilling the pulses of the British race, it is because we are
bound together by principles, themes and conceptions wjiich make
their appeal not only to the British Empire, but to the conscience
and to the genius of humanity.
It is refreshing to find that in the great American Republic
these same resolves to resist at all costs the new machine-made
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